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ABSTRACT 

To remains digitally connected people should keep updated themselves with all information together. It is mostly possible 
if peoples are search for different news medias. The natural tendency of news medias is to tend people as per their 
ideology, but it should not be. To avoid their own ideology people should know what actual scenario of the society is. For 
this purpose, everyone must go through different kinds of news media for collecting the information which helps people to 
judge the actual happening. Now-a-days, in the busy schedule of the people it is quite impossible to go through all kinds of 
news media within a short span of time. So, it demands something new where news from different medias can be seen in a 
single platform for same categories of news. Here in this paper, we are providing that single platform by designing all in 
one news website. 
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INTRODUCTION: 
In this modern era, it is very important to stay connected and updated to the world. To serve this purpose there exist some 
news agencies. They have their own news-pages, News-Channels etc. But the problem is that each channel has their own 
ideological alignment and they influence their readers ideologically and in their sites the news is in a large paragraph but 
common people should be their own ideology so that they can judge what actually going on the society. People should not 
go with any biased system. If people can judge their own thinking, they will be able to guide their family and juniors to 
choose the right path. This process will help society to grow up as well as the country will also be benefited. Now to build 
own ideology people must go through all of the news or information from different channel but it is quite impossible for a 
man to go through each and every NEWS media for different types of NEWS with a very short time period because people 
are very busy with their profession. 
 
It needs one shortest way so that they can avail different kind of news from different NEWS media. So, it is important to 
present a site to solve these problems. So, we create a font-end based site by taking the news- headlines from these big 
agencies. There are some Application Programing Interfaces (APIs) are available that gives the headlines and some short 
news which is taken from those big news agencies. We have taken the APIs and used in our site to make the site which 
shows the Headlines and News in short. This is better than another website it’s totally free and it has a very less loading 
time and it also contains all of the big news agency’s news in one portal then it is not ideologically aligned. It is also 
providing all News-Portal’s News in a short form so it 
  
is very much time saving. At first, we have made the pages of the site using HTML-CSS-JavaScript and the deployed it to 
the GitHub and then Host it. 
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Review Study: 
There are several works done on the basis on APIs. Here are some of them. The year of publication is 2021, K Brudko 
Development of a web portal for presenting earthquake observation data. This paper presents ways to create a modern, 
secure application for visualization of monitoring data on earthquake observations on the example of a geo-portal. The 
main criteria of the created website are UX- interface, cross-platform, fast and free access to geospatial information, here, 
it’s found that the website is use for educational information and others but Stock Market and weather-related information 
are absent. [1] It was published in the year 2020, Jessamy Perriam et.al. Digital methods in a post-API environment. This 
paper describes that some rationales and methodologies for using APIs in social research, and our paper describe that some 
current affairs, stock market, weather related news. [2] It was published in the year 2019, Ambeth Kumar Visvam 
Devadosset.al. Efficient daily news platform generation using natural language processing. Here use NLTK (Natural 
Language Toolkit) modules for python, but we use CSS, Java Script, HTML. [3] It was published in the year 2018, 
Hongwei Li et.al. Improving api caveats accessibility by mining api caveats knowledge graph. Here found natural language 
processing, we use css, java, html. [4] It was published in the year 2018, Xing Hu et.al. Summarizing source code with 
transferred api knowledge. Here found a novel approach, named TL-Codesum, which successfully uses API knowledge 
learned in a different but related task to code summarization. [5] It was published in the year 2017, Junyi Wang et.al. A 
model-based framework for cloud API testing. Here the specifications of API like XML/HTML are gathered from the web 
sites using web crawlers, and translated into YAML encoded standars representations, but we don’t translated HTML to 
YAML. [6] It was published in the year 2017, the author is Ram Sharan Chaulagain et.al. The paper matters are that 
cloud-based web scrapping for big data applications. Here found cloud-based web scraping architecture able to handle 
storage and computing resources with elasticity on demand using Amazon Web Services, and also analyze the scalability 
and performance of proposed cloud-based scrapper. [7] It was published in the year 2014, Siddharth Subramanian et.al. 
Live API documentation. In this paper we found an iterative, deductive method of linking source code examples to API 
documentation, and our paper describe that some current affairs, stock market, weather related news for using ApIs. [8] It 
was published in the last year 2014, Patrick PK Chan et.al. Static detection of Android malware by using permission and 
API calls. Here found a feature set containing the permissions and API calls for Android malware static detection, it 
showed that the information of API calls is helpful in recognizing Android malware. 
[9] It was published in the year 2013, Markus Lanthaler. Creating 3rd generation web APIs with hydra. Here 
found a novel approach to build hypermedia-driven Web APIs based on Linked Data technologies such as JSON-LD. [10] 
It was published in the last year 2013, Hugo Hiden et.al. Developing cloud applications using the eScience Central 
platform. This paper describes the design of e-SC (e-Science Central), its API and its use in three different case studies: i) 
spectral data visualization. ii)medical data capture and analysis. iii) chemical property. [11] It was published in the year 
2012, Cheng Zhang et.al. Automatic parameter recommendation for practical API usage. This paper, they propose an 
automated technique, called Precise, to address this problem. Differing from common code completion systems, Precise 
mines existing code bases, uses an abstract usage instance representation for each API usage example, and then builds a 
parameter usage database. [12] It was published in the year 2011, Chris Parnin et.al. Measuring API documentation on the 
web. Here developers can create and communicate knowledge and experiences without relying on a central authority to 
provide official documentation. [13] It was published in the year 2011, Arjun Guha et.al. Verified security for browser 
extensions. Here found \ibex, a new framework for authoring, analyzing, verifying and deploying secure browser 
extensions. [14] It was published in the year 2009, Aleksandar Pejic et.al. Expert system for tourists using Google Maps 
API. This paper presents an expert system for tourists. The realized software uses free, public API service from Google 
Maps. The system utilizes a knowledge base formed by tracking user actions. [15] 
 
Problem Definition & Proposed Solution: 
We know in today’s world there are a lot’s of happening in the world and for this purpose to keep updated ourselves we 
use news sites. But today’s world there are a lots of news sites present in the web-world and it’s do confuse that which 
website or news portal we should follow 
  
To solve the previous problem, we create a news portal using some free available News- API that contains the headlines 
and some short description about India’s top headlines on various topics. 
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The news is taken from India’s top news sites or portals like- NDTV, India-Today, Times-Now etc. Basically, we just want 
to create a site which contains a short look of different news portal’s news. 
 
Working & Steps 
Following steps shown in flow chart: 

 
To complete the project, we have installed first the VS-Code in our PC. As it is a web development-based project, we have 
taken a readymade CSS framework called Bootstrap. We have taken some design from Bootstrap and add some more 
design on this and created a 5 paged site. This site also uses some APIs from different sources, in one API the ‘News – 
headlines’ has been fetched. Another API ‘Financial News Headlines’ has been fetched and another API showed the 
weather of different places. Another API is for the Technology-Headlines. We have used JavaScript to populate the data in 
our site. It is a pure front end- based project no any database and backend are not created by our own. Then we deployed 
the codes on GitHub and by the Help of GitHub pages we have host the site. The webpage has been hosted on the GitHub 
and we used GitHub just for Hosting Purpose and we also made our project repository in “Private”. 
Outcomes 
The news site is Created: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 – this is the main headlines page 
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Figure: 2 (It’s the technology page) 
  
Conclusion and Future Scope: 
We can ensure this website is absolutely free. It contains most of the big channel’s news so it does not support any specific 
political view or ideological view. In addition, it is beautifully modified and summarized. It also contains some of the 
reference to the main page where reader can go through the main news. We can create more pages like Health updates 
headlines then we can host the site on a stable domain or paid domain. 
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